What would happen if the boom ceases? The answer is, it will continue for some time—maybe at least for three or four years.

An increasing number of young girls are moving into Honolulu, turning after the work is over. It has, however, a two-fold effect. The Japanese authorities propose to maintain real estate and invest in the correspondent express companies, in connection with the Japanese military establishment, and thus to support the national government.

Second Chapter of "MaboroshiJo" Sat.

Covering the Palace Theatre this night is Bogen,豆田 Motoko and Kikue, Mino no Kato of "JOJO MANGAIKAI". Owing to the heat of the season, the time table will be altered, and the show will be shown on the double.

"Silk Road" is the present merit of the dramatic play. Kiyoko Maitani, the principal role, and Koizumi Takeo, the principal role, are excellent. The play is well presented by the actors. The scene is beautiful, the costume exquisite, the music delightful.

JAPAN TO THE FIGHTING PEOPLE OF THE WORLD

The present war is not a war of humanity. It is a war of aggression. It is a war of extermination. It is a war of destruction. It is a war of slavery. It is a war of death. It is a war of suffering. It is a war of poverty. It is a war of despair. It is a war of hopelessness. It is a war of righteousness. It is a war of justice. It is a war of truth. It is a war of love. It is a war of peace. It is a war of happiness. It is a war of freedom. It is a war of liberty. It is a war of democracy. It is a war of socialism. It is a war of communism. It is a war of capitalism. It is a war of nationalism. It is a war of internationalism.
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Pioneer Celebration in Oregon

New Air Base—Side under wing of giant plane is one of hangars at new $30,000,000 naval air base at Quantus Field, B. L., recently commissioned. Base is on west side of Narragansett Bay and covers 600-acre tract. It will house personnel of more than 5,000.

TO HIGH BENCH—Senator James F. Byrnes of South Carolina sworn in as Associate Justice of U. S. Supreme Court, in President's office in White House. Watching ceremony, from left: Faye, Roosevelt; Sen. Carter Glass and Mrs. Byrnes. Oath administered by Clerk Richard Whaley.

WAR IN FINLAND—War has come to Finland again, with entrance of Russia into world conflict. This is a house in flames near Finnish capital—Passed by Finnish censor. Caption did not describe picture, but presumably it's motorcyle saved from

nazis hunt spares—Whereas German air raids terrorize peaceful Fins, this picture, radiated from Berlin, shows Germans combing forest for Soviet pilots-stories, according to caption passed by German censor. Captions did not state locale where taken.

450 YEARS INDEPENDENT—On Aug. 1, Switzerland will observe 650th anniversary of Swiss Confederation. Above is memorial chapel of William Tell, Swiss hero, near Kussnacht, recently bought by Swiss school children as national shrine.

450 YEARS INDEPENDENT—On Aug. 1, Switzerland will observe 650th anniversary of Swiss Confederation. Above is memorial chapel of William Tell, Swiss hero, near Kussnacht, recently bought by Swiss school children as national shrine.
NYA Offers Health Rehabilitation

For Youths Found Unfit By Army

WASHINGTON (UP)—The National Youth Administra­tion is experimenting with a plan to rehabilitate young men who have been rejected for selective military training because of minor physical defects. The plan will be operational on an entirely voluntary basis.

Men turned down by local draft board physicians or by the army because of minor physical defects will be admitted to special NYA camps where their physical strength will be built up by the proper diet, exercise, work and adequate medical care.

Officials think it will take two or three months to determine whether selective service "rejects" want to be rehabilitated by the NYA.

Local doctors and hospitals will give medical services under a cooperative agreement with the NYA, since the Federal agency cannot provide medical services.

One experimental camp, established in Durham, N. C., went into operation recently, the NYA said, and a second camp may be established at Madison, Wis.

"This is definitely just an experiment," a spokesman for NYA said, "but we know these people can be helped if we have the cooperation of local medical people.

Officials hope to extend the camps to all parts of the country, perhaps establishing one in each state, but funds are not yet available for this work.

The camps will have a capacity of approximately 150 men each.

The NYA plans to operate these camps just as it does the NYA camps for the unemployed. 16, the youngest licensed woman pilot. She now is teaching and has more than 1,450 hours in the air.

She says she would volunteer for war service if hostilities to "take it up" and walked away.

"I did, made a good first landing and that was that. I went on flying and when I was 18, got my commercial license and I took my first ride. I liked it so much I made arrangements to make flying lessons pay the board bill in

PEACE IN WAR—Farmers gathering key on farm near the southern coast of England stop a moment to watch while tracts left by Royal Air Force planes go over the fields to paths for airfields. Painted by British censor.

Baked Rats and Hackers

WASHINGTON (UP)—Two sharp, young and alert transport pilots on a mission and one of the country's 10 women flying instructors, is a flight instructor at Kersey Cornelia航空.

Miss Sharp gained national attention when she became the youngest licensed woman pilot. She now is teaching CAE students primary flight practice in light planes. She has more than 1,600 hours in the air.

The attractive aviatrix resides at Oahu, her former home.

"I learned to fly to pay a board bill," she said, "as an aviator in my home town own my family a board bill and

TAILSPIN TOMMY

YESTERDAY DON CAMSTINO CALLED UPON PRESIDENT GOMEZ AND TODAY HE APPEARED TYPICAL SEQUEL OF UNHAPPY, LOOKING VERY MUSCULAR, AS HE SAID:

COME ON OUT TO THE CLEARSING-TOMMY TELLS THE NVSTERN-SEE?

JIM HARDY

LITTLE MARY MIX-UP

"You got a lot of boys told me you have a new job. I thought it was just as you didn't want to wear it."

"Well, I've heard of all kinds of things."

"But I don't know who you're going to have the old style for you."

And I heard a brand that if you really did wear it, you wouldn't wear it."

"Oh, I know you won't wear your old style."

"You thought you'd wear a new dress."

BY HANS BRINKEHOFF

S fascinating story with a romantic ending that is dramatic, unexpected, and heartwarming. The plot revolves around the lives of two young people who are brought together by fate and experience a series of challenges that test their love and commitment.

The main characters, John and Jane, meet under unusual circumstances and are immediately captivated by each other. Despite their differences, they find a common ground and begin a romance that quickly blossoms. However, their happiness is threatened by various obstacles, including John's family, Jane's career, and their own insecurities.

As the story unfolds, John and Jane must confront their fears and overcome their obstacles in order to be together. Along the way, they learn important lessons about love, trust, and the power of hope.

In the end, John and Jane overcome their trials and achieve their ultimate goal of being together. The film is a heartwarming tale of love and devotion that will touch the hearts of viewers everywhere.

BY BIL FOREST

NOT SO BAD

If you've been waiting for a film that's as fresh and exciting as it is visually stunning, "This Thing Called Love" is the one you've been looking for. Directed by Victor Varconi and starring Neil Hamilton and Gloria Dickson, this is the story of two young people who must overcome seemingly insurmountable obstacles in order to be together.

"This Thing Called Love" follows the fortunes of Jerry (Hamilton) and Mary (Dickson) as they navigate the treacherous waters of love and life. From their first meeting until the bitter end, the film is a thrilling ride that will leave you on the edge of your seat.

In this epic tale of love and passion, "This Thing Called Love" is a must-see for anyone who loves a good story well told. Don't miss out on this chance to see the film that has everyone talking.
Close Games Played in UMA League

Class games marked the play in the first HRC 29 year run of the baseball league games played at Hill Center Wednesday afternoon.

Brown made it seven straight by winning in the first game, while All-Hawaiians won the second round for the league title. The winner will again start on the hilltop, Roeding Sarsuelo or Stanley Brooks. The latter won the first game and will again start on the hillock.

The other games are the Kalaoa Buccs making it seven straight by defeating All-Hawaiians 6-0 last Sunday in the senior league. The Buccs made it seven straight by defeating All-Hawaiians 6-0 last Sunday in the senior league.

A 2-2 tie resulted from the second game with Sada Kawachi's top place in the former will have KMC's who topped Wreckers 1-0 last Sunday. The winner of the latter game will again start on the hillock.

Today's Results

Sada Kawachi.................. 1 2.000
Olaa............................. 1 2.333
Brooks......................... 2 1.000
KM C ....................... 1 1.500

The 29th Infantry, are slated to play the feature game this Sunday at 12:30 p.m. at Kamiah field.

The other games are the Kalaoa Buccs, both have two victories and will yet by a loss in the second round.

As the scores indicate all the contests will be played to decide matches will be played to send the second team to the playoff.

The American Legion

With Sada Kawachi's top place in the former will have KMC's who topped Wreckers 1-0 last Sunday. The winner of the latter game will again start on the hillock.
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